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Introduction 
There will come a time when the Adventurers 
need equipment and will travel to the nearest 
town or market. 
This supplement widens their horizons & offers 
the GM a number of roleplaying opportunities as 
the Adventurers come up against their most 
devious opponents to date – the Traders. 
 

Currency  
The basic unit of exchange is the silver piece, 
generally called a Lunar. There are 10 copper 
Clacks to a Lunar & 20 Lunars make a gold Wheel.  
All prices given below are in Lunars and are for 
guidance purposes only.  
 

Ten things you can buy with one Lunar: 
1. A night in an Inn, with a dinner & breakfast. 
2. A ride on a wagon between villages. 
3. Any common item that took no more than 

one day to make. 
4. A lady of the night for an hour. 
5. Stabling for your horse for a day & a night. 
6. An afternoon in a public bath house. 
7. A porter or labourer for half a day. 
8. A bribe to a City Guard for a minor matter. 
9. A bottle of excellent wine. 
10. A letter written for you by a scribe. 
 

Haggling 
In Glorantha Traders do not expect you to pay the 
price they quote. They expect people to haggle. 
Either you can roleplay this or reduce it to an 
opposed Persuasion roll between the Adventurer 
& the Merchant. The winner can increase or 
decrease the price by one fifth. 
 

Weights & Encumbrance 
Note that there are no weights given for 
equipment. The player must use his common 
sense when loading up his character.  
Otherwise the GM may determine that the 
character is encumbered & place a -2 penalty on 
all die rolls & halve his movement rate. 
 

Converting Loot 
In a large town there are a lot more people who 
can & will buy the Adventurer’s loot. Below is a 
table that will give you a rough idea of what the 
Adventurers can expect to get for a range of 
items. They may still have to haggle though. 

Type of Item % of Price 

Weapons or Armour  80% 

Gems & Jewellery 90% 

Tools & general equipment 60% 

Gold or Silver, but not coins 90% 

Horses & Mules 75% 

Cloth, carpets & fine clothes 50% 

Spices & Precious Oils 80% 

Magic Items 60% 
The condition of the items can also affect the 
likely rewards. If something is in poor condition it 
may only attract half of the value shown above. 
 

The Cult of Issaries 
Issaries is the God of Trade and Merchants. His 
followers can come from any race untouched by 
Chaos and can be found haggling in every market 
in Prax. His favoured weapon is the Staff. 
Lay Membership Requirements: None. 
Benefits: Persuasion +1. Detect Substance  spell. 
Restrictions: Must always haggle when buying or 
selling. 
Initiate Requirements: INT 5, POW 5.  
Cult Benefit: The Advanced Battle Magic spell 

Market Ward. Also the Glamour spell. 
Restrictions:  They must donate a tithe of 1/10th 
of their trading profits to the Temple. If they 
agree a price they must deliver upon it. 
Rune Level Requirements: INT 8, POW 8.  
Restrictions:  Must protect a market under 
attack. 
Market Ward 3: Anyone within the Market who 
attempts to steal from or cheat a Trader will find 
their hands turn black. Lasts 3 hours. 
 

The Cult of Eurmal 
Eurmal is the Lunar god of Trade. In most respects 
lay members, initiates and rune level characters 
get the same benefits as Issaries. However, they 
cannot use the Market Ward spell. 
One advantage they do get is freedom from tithes 
and taxes by the Lunar occupation forces. 
 

The Horse Trader 
A reliable steed can be the difference between 
life & death out in the wilderness. 

Mount Cost 

Donkey 
Small & slow pack animal. Very 
obedient & will even go underground. 

25 

Mule, Pack 
The most reliable & hardy pack 
animal available. Can be ridden. 

50 

Pony, Mountain 
 Small, but tough riding animal.  
Has limited carrying capacity. 

75 

Courser 
 A swift riding horse, much favoured 
by wealthy travellers.  

250 

Destrier 
A trained war horse, capable of 
wearing barding & fighting in combat 

500 

 

Any steed will also need equipment: 

Riding Equipment Cost 

Saddle 25 

Cavalry Saddle 50 

Pack Saddle 15 

Bit & Bridle 1 

Saddle Blanket 3 

Saddlebags 10 

Quilted Barding (light armour)* 100 

Brigandine Barding (medium)* 300 

Caparison (decorated horse coat) 30 
* Barding is armour for horses. 

The Adventurer’s Pack 
This standard piece of kit costs 25 Lunars & 
includes the following: A Backpack, Bedroll, Cord 
(hemp – 50’), Fish-hooks & line, Flint & Steel, 
Knife, Lamp oil (1 pint flask), Lantern, Small Sack, 
Three Sea Shells & a Water-flask (4 pints).P 
 

The Armourer 
The Armourer is a master craftsman and one of 
the few traders who does not haggle. You might 
be able to get a better price if you can find a 
Merchant handling second-hand goods. 

Weapon Cost 

Dagger     5 

Sword or Scimitar   50 

Axe, Mace or Warhammer   20 

Spear or Long Spear (2H)  15/30 

Hunting Spear  20 

Maul (2H) 50 

Great Sword (2H) 200 

Great Axe (2H) 175 

Bow / 12 Arrows   30/5 

Crossbow / 10 Quarrels 150/5 

Weapons such as Slings, Clubs and Staves can be 
made for free by anyone with a knife. 

Armour Cost 

Light: Padded/Leather Tunic & Hood 30 

Medium: Ring/Scale Mail Tunic & Pot 
Helmet 

200 

Heavy: Bronze Breast Plate, Leather 
Greaves & Vambraces & an Open Helm 

300 

Very Heavy: Full Helm, Bronze Breast 
Plate, Greaves & Vambraces. 

850 

Shield: Light Wooden/Wicker  10 

Shield: Heavy Bronze  50 
 

The Chandler 
These are general merchants who sell a range of 
useful tools and equipment for travellers and 
adventurers. 

General Equipment Cost 

Backpack 5 

Bedroll  5 

Belt pouch  1 

Blanket 2 

Burglar’s Toolkit 25 

Candles (per dozen) 1 

Chisel (masonry) 2 

Cord (hemp - per 10') 1 

Crowbar 3 

Fish-hooks & line 1 

Flint & Steel 1 

Grapnel 5 

Hammer (masonry) 2 

Hammer (sledge) 4 

Knapsack  3 

Ladder 10' 5 

Lamp oil (1 pint flask) 1 

Lantern 10 

Mirror 25 

Nails (per five dozen) 1 

Oilcloth (10' square) 3 

Oilstone 2 

Parchment (6 sheets) 3 

Pick 4 

Rations (dried - 1 week) 7 

Rations (fresh - 1 week) 3 

Rope (Hemp - per 10') 2 

Scroll case 2 

Spade 4 

Spikes (Iron per 6) 1 

Tent (2 man) 10 

Torch, Pitch 1 

Trivet 2 

Water-flask (2 pints) 3 

Wineskin (1 gallon) 5 

Writing set 10 
 

The Apothecary 
These skilled chemists brew a few valuable 
potions and oils that many adventurers desire. 
These are provided in small, sealed vials that 
should last a year before going off. 

Potions & Oils Cost 

Wound Salve (cures a wound) 50 

Purgative (for ingested toxins) 25 

Cure-all (for any poison or disease) 100 

Strengthen (+1 to STR for 10 minutes) 50 

Nimble (+1 to DEX for 10 minutes) 50 

Jade Lotus (+1 to INT for 10 minutes) 50 

Mana (+1 to POW for 10 minutes) 50 

Goldeneye (see in dark for 1 hour) 25 

  
 


